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Theories from Before the Big Bang
★ came from a black hole from another universe?

★ our universe is part of a multiverse?

★ just random particles?  



The Big Bang
★ At first there was nothing, then the universe appeared

★ Started very small, very hot, and very dense

○ time began 

★ Big Bang = rapid expansion

★ Continues to expand

★ Cooled down

★ Things begin to form

○ subatomic particles

■ atoms

● stars and galaxies

- https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=jx_OBw189t8

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=jx_OBw189t8


10^-43 to 10^-33 Seconds
★ The universe inflated exponentially in 

size

○ at least 90 times

○ this happened because of an energy that was 

capable of expanding the fabric of space itself

○ 10 billion degrees fahrenheit (5.5 billion 

celsius)

★ A process called “inflation” made the 

universe fill up with this energy

○ stopped when the energy was transformed into 

matter and energy



10^-6 Seconds
★ 10^-6 seconds

○ As it got bigger, it expanded at a slower rate and began to 

cool

○ Gravity came first, strong force held nuclei of atoms 

together

○ followed by the weak and electromagnetic forces appear. 

○ first second: the universe is made up of fundamental 

particles and energy

○ particles formed protons and neutrons. 

★ 3 Seconds

○ Protons and neutrons come together to form the nucleus 

of simple elements: helium, hydrogen, lithium.



 3 minutes
★ Light chemical elements were created

○ But light wouldn't shine because the universe 

was too dense

★ Light only shined after 380,000 years 

after the Big Bang 

○ atoms came together with enough force

○ broke up into a dense plasma of protons, 

neutrons and electrons that scattered light 



380,000 Years After the Big Bang
★ Recombination- matter cooled enough 

for electrons to combine with nuclei to 

form neutral atoms. 

★ Then absorption of free electrons 

caused the universe to become 

transparent. 

★ Recombination was followed by a long 

period of darkness before bright objects 

formed



Age of Reionization
★ 400 million years after Big Bang, the universe come out of the dark ages

★ Clumps of gas collapsed enough to form the very first stars and galaxies. The 

universe to become transparent to ultraviolet light for the first time.



Solar System Appears
★ 9 billion years after big bang, solar system appears

○ Gravity brought it together just like it did with stars and galaxies

○ solar system is now 4.8 billion years old



Evidence
★ Expansion of the Universe

★ Abundance of Helium and 

Deuterium

★ Discovery of Cosmic Background 

Radiation



Expansion
★ Astronomers know the galaxy is approaching or expanding by looking at the 

spectrum of its light

○ Shorter wavelength (blueshift), means that the galaxy is approaching

○ Longer wavelength (redshift), means the galaxy is receding



Vesto Slipher
★ worked at Lowell Observatory in 

Arizona

★ assistant of Percival Lowell

★ Lowell asked him to get the spectra of 

spiral nebulae

★ used a camera to capture an 

Andromeda Nebula

○ increased the speed by a factor of 

30 



September 17, 1912
★ discovered an Andromeda nebula

★ nebula was approaching the solar system at high 

velocity 

★ camera exposing the same photographic over 

multiple nights 

★ yielded velocities averaging 300 kilometers per 

second

○ noticed that more galaxies spectrum was a redshift 

(galaxies getting further apart)



Edwin Hubble
★ studied the Andromeda Nebula M31

○ used a Hooker 100 inch camera Mt. Wilson in 

California

★ identified some of the stars within it as Cepheid variable 

stars

○ periodic variable stars

★ observed the Cepheids overtime 

★ measure their varying brightness to determine their 

periods

★ applied the period-luminosity relationship 



After Hubble’s Observation
★ In 1929, Edwin Hubble found that 

farther galaxies are moving away 

from us at speeds that are 

proportional to their distance

○ The spectra of more distant 

galaxies had higher redshifts



Abundance of Helium and Deuterium
★ The expanding universe was extremely hot in the beginning which give an 

explanation for why helium and deuterium seemed to exist before star formation

★ Big Bang Nucleosynthesis:

○ Explains how helium and deuterium were formed

○ Both helium and deuterium were created by nuclear fusion

■ Fusion of a proton and neutron creates deuterium

■ Fusion of deuterium creates helium

● during these fusions a lot of heat is produced



Deuterium
★ Deuterium isn’t produced in stars

★ Deuterium is above one million 

degrees K, so it becomes a proton and 

a neutron inside a star

★ 1970’s, astronomers realized that no 

known process could’ve produced 

deuterium

○ reason being, stars would just convert it 

into helium



Deuterium Con’t
★ 1973, interstellar medium (material 

between stars) contained traces of 

deuterium

○ Because stars couldn't have produced 

deuterium because they are so hot, deuterium 

must have come from before the formation of 

the galaxy or before that.

○ Although the expansion of the universe during 

the Big Bang was hot too, Big Bang 

Nucleosynthesis could’ve created deuterium 

because the expansion of the universe lowered 

the temperature and density so quickly that the 

deuterium didn't have time to decay.



Helium
★ Helium is produced in stars

★ Not all the helium in the universe could possibly be produced just by stars

★ Fusion during Big Bang Nucleosynthesis is the only thing could produce all the 

extra helium that isn’t produced by stars



Cosmic Background Radiation (A.K.A. Cosmic Microwave Background)

★ 1948, George Gamow predicted that radiation from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis 

must still be filling the universe 



Cosmic Background Radiation (A.K.A. Cosmic Microwave Background)

★ 1964, Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson found out that there is constant 

background “noise”

○ The signal was constant when it was pointed anywhere in the sky, showing that it came from far 

beyond our galaxy.

○ The source must have been enormously powerful for us to be able to detect it

○ Must have been from the radiation created by the big bang

★ Redshifted light from the early universe



Gravitational Shock Wave
★ What is a gravitational shock wave?

○ Ripples in the curvature of spacetime which grow as waves

○ Predicted in 1916 by Albert Einstein on the basis of his theory of general relativity

○ This pattern, in the below picture is basically a curling in the polarization, or orientation, of the 

light, that can be created only by gravitational waves produced by inflation.



Gravitational Shock Wave Con’t
★ Gravitational shock waves are the result of inflation during the early universe.

★ By using highly sensitive microwave detectors, telescope cameras can detect the 

polarization direction of photons 

○ polarization: The direction in which the electrical field of an electromagnetic wave points

○ Through this, scientists can see what gravitational shock waves do to photons



Connection to Cosmic Background Radiation
★ The photons that existed is cosmic background radiation

○ After electromagnetic radiation separated, photons radiated outward 

■ this came from plasma from the early universe

○ The plasma formed into a gas, making space transparent for the first time

★ The photons emitted at the moment of scattering, 13.7 Billion years ago, were 

gamma ray photons



Connection to Cosmic Background Radiation Con’t
★ Since then, gamma rays have been travelling almost uniformly, in every direction 

across the universe. Since the universe is expanding, these photons have stretched 

with the fabric of spacetime as the universe expanded and this has stretched their 

wavelength from gamma rays to microwaves.
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